
NEON 1872 SRL

WE ARE WEAVING…



HISTORY

Neon 1872 was born from the merger of 
ONES, a historical weaving mill founded in 
1872 in Como, and NEOSETA, a printing mill 
founded in the early 80s. We have continued 
through the ages, crossing boundaries, 
revolutions, and evolutions, to transform 
ourselves from a local-based silk weaver to a 
modern industrial group.  

Today in partnership with Taborelli weaving 
mill, we’re one of the largest European 
producers in the womenswear textile 
industry.  



SOME OF OUR FIGURES 

-400 looms 

-7 plants and offices( Como area, Prato area, and 
Europe) 

-vertical group of mills: warping, weaving, yarn 
dyeing, piece dyeing, printing, finishing  

-1,500,000 kg dyed yarn  

-300 types of yarn in different colors 

-Over 1500 samples per season 

-Over 500 colors in our chart for different types 
of yarn: natural, synthetic. From the finest to the 

thickest, in different patterns 

-Over 400 jacquard machines to meet the 
different needs and demands, to be able to 

create designs with repeats from 10 cm to 190 
cm. 



SUSTAINABILITY  
At Neon, we rigorously work to ensure that our suppliers 
share our values and meet our expectations to the 
highest environmental standards. Our efforts span a 
wide range from ensuring sustainable manufacturing 
methods to using eco-friendly products and recyclable 
textiles. 

Over the past 20 years, the group has invested 
significant resources in research linked to the 
sustainability process. We have developed processes for 
water repellent yarn and fluoro-free with specific 
research for printing process on them.  

The group has undergone several social and 
environmental audits from some of the international 
group like Intertek for several worldwide most important 
fashion group, to ensure full traceability and COC of the 
complete production process. 

Serving all international clothing groups, we have 
acquired all the main internal process and product 
certifications: 

-yarn dyed and piece dyed 

-specific processes for the preparation and for digital 
printing with water-based colors reducing the waste of 
water during the process. 



OUR CERTIFICATION  
Our certifications are divided by product and 
process. We can offer certifications on yarn-
dyed, piece-dyed, jacquard, and print items.


In the process and product certifications, we 
can offer:


1) Polyester:

-GRS (Global Recycled Standard),


-RCS 

2) GOTS: cotton and natural fibers


3) FSC viscose


Also, we can offer :


-Acetate NAIA 
-BCI (Better Cotton Initiative) cotton (solid and 

print)

-ECOVERO viscose


-Polyester: New Life by Sinterama yarns ( GRS)


4) We are OEKOTEX Standard 100 certified.



BEST SELLING 
SUSTAINABLE FABRICS.. 
1) Polyester microfiber - GRS 

1) 100 % recycled polyester / article U8412  100R- GRS 

2) 68 % polyester / 32 % recycled polyester / article U8412 32R-GRS 

2) Tweeds & Chanel - GRS 

1) 32 % recycled cotton / 68 % cotton / article UPJ502Z32R-GRS 

2) 100 % recycled cotton / article UPJ556-GRS 

3) Check and taffeta base- GRS 

1) 100 % recycled polyester / article U6967 

4) Cotton popeline - GOTS 

1) 100% biologic cotton / SPN 180/I-GOTS 

5) Cotton voile - BCI 

1) 100% CO - BCI / SPN1005/I PRINTED  -  UPN1005 SOLID 



AND MORE.6) Viscose charmeuse - FSC 

 1) 100 % viscose FSC / article  SPN1647/I PRINTED  

 article UPN1647 SOLID  

7) Viscose georgette - FSC 

 1) 100 % viscose FSC / article SPN1426/I PRINTED 

 article UPN1426 SOLID 

8) Ac/ Vi satin back - FSC 

 1) 73%AC NAYA 27%VI FSC 

 article U4554 

9) Crinkle VI/ PL - FSC 

 1) 63%VI FSC 37%PL 

 article UPN1810 

10) Viscose cadi stretch - FSC 

 1) 97%  VISCOSE FSC / 3 %  ELASTANE 

  article U5702 
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